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INTRODUCTION
Based on multichannel seismic reflection profiles and weil data acq u ired by Petr oecu ador (Ecuadorian
Petroleum Company) during the past two decades, we do cument the geod yn ami c e volut ion of the Golfo de
Guayaquil (GG) area. The evolution of the GG area, located at the so uthern tip o f the North A ndea n Block
(NAB) is related to its northward migration. During the past 1.75-2 Myr the NAB m igr ated to North at a rate of
~l

cm.yr-l (Trempkamp et al., 2002) along the Dolores-Guayaqu il Fa ult System (i.e . the ea stern lim it of the

NAB). The evolution of the GG area (Witt et al, subm itted) is controlled by si x m a in active tectoni c features ,
which accommodated the NAB northward drifting . It includes (Fig u r e 1) major E-W trending ten sional fea tures
(i.e. the Porsoja and Jambeli detachment systems the Tenguel no rmal fa ult and the Esperanza gra be n) and N-S
trending transform features ( i.e . the Dornito fault syste m ( OFS) and the Puna Santa Clara fault sy ste m ( PS Cf S) .
The precise description of the se maj or struc tures and dyn am ics allow us co nstra ining the tect oni c reconstruction
and subsidence history of the area (F ig ure 2) .

GOLFO DE G UAYAQUIL EVOLUTION
The older sub sidence pha se ob served in the GG area is tr iggered by the norm al N-S trending seaward dipping
OFS during Mi ocene-Pliocene tim es (F ig u r e ZA ). Th e Esperanz a and Jarnbel f basin s exhibit also a thick
sed ime nt accumulation of Mi ocen e to Pliocen e (o lde r than l.75-2 M a) age with no s ignif ic ant variation in
thickness from o ne s ite to another. Th e 2 to 4 .5 km of sed iment, whi ch acc umu lated a lo ng the Esperanza and
Jambelf basins are Pleistoc ene -H olocen e in age . Th e major depo centers and assoc iated tectonic features of the
Esperanza and J ambeli ba sin s po st-d ated th e Mio-Pli ocène history.
The Lower Pleistocene is the period of maj or subsi denc e in the GG area (F igu r e ZB), and depocenter
individualization. Along the Esperanza basin, th e so uthward d ipp ing Posorja detachment sys te m tri ggered the
major subsidence phase . At that time su bsidence be gan in the Jambel f basin . A maj or fiat deta chment (i.e. the
Jambelf detachment system) which dip s in the opposit e di recti on to that of the Posorj a det achment sys te m
triggered the Jarnbelf basin subsidence. Consequently, the Pun a seg me nts of the PSCFS has to dev elop as a
transfer fault (PS in Figure ZB) in order to accommodate the o ppos ite moti on between the two o ppos ite ver gin g
Porsoja and Jarnbelf detachment faults. The maximum of tecton ic acti vity to acco mmo da te the tran sfer fro m o ne
side to another has to be located along the segment of PSC FS, which connects the tw o deta chments a lo ng the
Puna island (Figure ZB). Indeed this segment of the PSCFS is the si te of major deform at ion as e vide nced by the
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lost of reflection over a wide corredor following the PSCFS across Puna Island (Figure 1). Also, it must be
noted that the PSCFS shows no prolongation to the north and to the south (Figures 1 and 2). The PSCFS could
not be interpreted as a segment of the Dolores-Guayaquil Megashear as commonly accepted. The major
subsidence rates observed in the GG area, located along the Esperanza and Tenguel basins are of Lower
Pleistocene age. The Tenguel fault and the major normal faults, which bound the Esperanza graben controlled
the evolution of these depocenters through space and time.
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Figure 1. Structural map of the GG area. Solid lines show the active tectonic features while dashed lines show the inactive
structures. The non reflective seismic zones and diapirs are mapped down to 2 s TWTT below sea bottom. DFS: Domito
fault system; EB: Esperanza basin; PDS: Posorja detachment system; PSCFS: Puna-Santa Clara fault system; JB: Jambelf
basin: .lDS: .Iamhelf detachment svstern: PT: Puna island

Seismic profiles exhibit evidences of a pervasive unconformity associated with an emersion phase widely
identified throughout the GG area. Indeed, it extends within areas located east of the Esperanza basin. Based on
relations between the Present depth of the unconformity (0.4 to 0.6 s TWTT below seafloor), the regional
sedimentation rate, and the age of low stands known for the past 600 kyr, we assume that the emersion occurred
during the 180-140 ka glacial low stand of isotope substage 6e. This phase of emersion is roughly coeval with
tectonic inversion identified along restricted segments of the PSCFS and the Tenguel fault. Instead to be related
to a regional cinematic change, these confined and relati vely sligh t compressional deformations originated from
local causes (Figure 2C).
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Since the Lower Pleistocene, the northward tectonic escape of the NAB controls the tectonic evolution and
related subsidence of the GG area. We assume that the major change of extensional strain direction from E-W
(OFS) to N-S (Posorja and Jambeli detachments) which occurred at

~ 1.75

(i.e. base of the Lower Pleistocene) is

related to the initiation of the northward drifting of the NAB. Because no major cinematic change is known
during the past 5 Myr, we propose that the northward tectonic escape of NAB resulted from an increase of
coupling between Nazca and South America plates. This higher plate to plate coupling may be produced by the
initiation of the Carnegie ridge collision with the trench axis. Indeed, previous works documented the initiation
of the buoyant Carnegie ridge to enter the Ecuadorian subduction at around the Plio-Pleistocene boundary (Aalto
and Miller, 1999; Cantalarnessa and Di Celrna, 2004; Witt et al., submitted).
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Figure 2. Evolution of the Golfo de Guayaquil area during the past 5 Myr. The coastline is considered only as a
geographie reference. See legend table for symbol explications.
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CONCLUSIONS
The PSCFS commonly associated to the southern tip of the DG M (Dolores-Guayaquil megashear) acts as a
transfer zone since the Lower Pleistocene time. It accommodated the opposite verging directions between the
south ward dipping Posorja and the northward dipping Jarnbeli detachments. The PSCFS shows no landward
prolongation to the north and no seaward prolongation to the south toward the trench , it end s at sites where no
transfer motion is required.
The DFS marks the lirnit between a zone controlled by continental margin processes and another one
(Esperanza and Jambelf basins) strongly controlled by the tectonic escape of the NAB .

During the Lower

Pleistocene times the subsidence in the Esperanza and Jambelf basins began , it was triggered by the N-S verging
detachment structures related to the tectonic northward escape of the NA B. Taking into account the strong
dependence of the subsidence in the GG area with respect to NAB motion, we assume that the Pliocene-Lower
Pleistocene limit is associated with a major change in the northward migration rate of the NAB . We assume that
the major change of the extensional strain direction from

~E - W

(recorded along the DFS ) to

~N-S

(Posorja and

Jarnbelf detachment systems) is related to the initiation of NAB northward migration . Because no major
cinematic reorganization exists along the Nazca-South America plates since the Pliocene (5.2 Ma) that would
explain the initiation of the northward tectonic escape of the NAB, we assume that the Carnegie ridge began to
coll ide with the trench at that time . Subsequently the ridge subduction increased plate coupling, producing the
northward expulsion of the NAB .
A major emersion of the GG area occurred during glacial sea level fall of isotopie substage 6e (between 180
and

140 ka). This emersion induced the accumulation of marine sediment to stop. Also this major

paleogeographie change probably caused local strain changes able to have tectonic signatures. These are the socalled Upper Pleistocene compressional deformations confined to two small segments of the PSCFS and the
central segment of the Tenguel fault. We consider that these Upper Pleistocene local compressional tectonic
features (inversion) have local causes. Indeed no cinematic reorganization at plate boundaries existed at that
time . Therefore, we assume that no major change in the general tectonic regime existed during the Quaternary
evolution of the GG area. The GG area remained under extensional strain since the Lower Pleistocene. The GG
are a is a zone of great sediment input since it corresponds to the end of one of the IWo major Ecuadorian
Andean-coastal drainage basins. The emersion of the GG area allows the sediments to reach the trench axis
inste ad of being trapped in the GG area . It has been shown elsewhere (von Huene and Scholl, j 991; Bourgois et
al., 2000) that sediment supply to the trench axis is a major cause of the tectonic regime switch ing from
subduction-erosion to subduction-accretion. This reflects the potential importance of the GG area in controlling
the tectonic regime aJong the southern Ecuadorian margin .
At Present time , the tectonics of the studied zone is dominantly extensional (Figure 2D) . In the GG area it is
concentrated in the Esperanza graben and along the Tenguel fault. The DFS show s a reactivation as a normal
fault in recent times while the Posorja and Jarnbelf detachments are no longer active . The extreme conditions of
subsidence triggered by low angle detachment zones not directly related with strike-slip systems suggest that the
GG area is not a pull-apart basin in a commonly accepted sense, as previously proposed . The GG area developed
in a relation with the northward escape of the NAB, in good agreement with the extensional tectonic features
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bound ing the main depocent ers. Moreover, no eas tern bo undary of NAB was ide ntified in the GG area. At the
latitude of the GG area the N AB -South A merican plate bo undary sho uld be located landward, possibly in the
Andes .
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